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Challenging Times
We last wrote a few words and circulated them to clients some three to four years ago. The change in the practice at that
time was the retirement of David Booler.

The challenge that the ongoing Partners faced was a combination of the economy and equity markets recovering from
the traumas of the early part of this century. The dot.com boom had come and gone and terror attacks had reached a
new height.

Sarah Bailey’s comments about the challenge of facing up to the modern world of compliance (see later) introduce
the concept of Treating Customers Fairly and how we as a business are dealing with this latest directive. One of the
major points of this regime is to identify clients and to keep them informed with regular communications. A
newsletter/circulation such as this is helpful, but is also a tremendous distraction in the middle of a busy working life.

We do not favour ‘off the peg’ versions and prefer to pen our own articles keeping them as an extension of our normal
communication style. Our intention is to issue at least one communication of this style a year; we are therefore
committed to an annual sweep-up of news and information about Boolers and the markets in general in the Autumn of
each year.

In these unprecedented and somewhat “violent” times for financial markets, it is more important than ever that clients
review their financial positions and investment portfolios. We are always available to talk and welcome opportunities to
advise you, now more than ever.

25 YEARS AGO

In the Autumn of 1983 David Booler formed the business – we are celebrating our 25th anniversary this year.

The last 25 years has seen a steady growth of the business to a point now where approaching 800 Self Invested Pension
Plans are managed by us, along with assets in excess of £500 million. Private client investment work continues to
expand and our general support to businesses at large with employee benefit planning is shaping itself for the
introduction of Personal Accounts at the turn of the decade.

A business of our size has to constantly address market pressures, trends and new legislation. It is hard for us to expand
our scope of advice but, in conjunction with tax planners, we have developed new skills in Inheritance Tax planning to
support our traditional expertise in pensions and investment work.

RETIREMENTS

I started my words by describing David Booler’s retirement. David formed the business in 1983, I joined in 1986
becoming a Partner in 1990. Along the way a key employee has been instrumental in the business’ growth; Vince
Connolly. Vince subsequently became a Partner in 2001 and has helped the business expand through to the current
date.

After much thought and planning Vince has elected to take early retirement in the late Autumn and will be leaving the
practice on the 31 October. On behalf of all those involved in Boolers and the many many clients that Vince has helped
and advised over his 21 years in the business, I would like to say a big thank you and wish him all the best for a long,
happy and relaxed retirement.

DDaavviidd BBaallll
Senior Partner

DDaavviidd BBaallll
Senior Partner



“Periods such as we are experiencing lead
to one spending a little more time
reanalysing why we invest into shares
on behalf of clients”
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INVESTMENT BULLETIN OCTOBER 2008

It is clear that the effects of the credit crunch, which first
appeared a little over twelve months ago, have been more
far reaching and prolonged than anyone anticipated,
whatever some commentators would have us believe. Whilst
the initial effects were confined to some financial markets,
the consequences have spread much wider.  

The events and movements in financial markets during
the week commencing 5 October were nothing short of
extraordinary and will undoubtedly be remembered for a
very long time.  If a widespread recession in most
Western economies had been in doubt until then, the
question now is how long will it last and can we avoid a
1930’s style depression?

Even before the most recent events, and as we have
highlighted in face to face reviews with clients over the last
few months, most of the world’s major equity markets are
down in general terms over a twelve month period.  For
example, the FT-SE World Index has fallen by 24.3% in the
12 months to 30 September 2008. Some 10 days later,
the 12 month figure was showing a very sorry decrease of
42% although, at the time of writing, some recovery has
been seen in the short term. (Source : Financial Express -
income reinvested). 

However, this does not quite tell the full picture as, up until
very recently, there are some sectors (Commodities and
Mining in particular) which had actually turned in a positive
return.  The recent extreme weakness has seen these
areas perform worse than most other sectors in the UK -
even banks (as a sector).

Periods such as we are experiencing lead to one
spending a little more time reanalysing why we invest into
shares on behalf of clients.  UK stock market data is
available back to 1918 and shows that the average rise
since then has been 6% per annum.  This is before any
income is received.   

We have long been, and remain, advocates of investing
into funds which aim for a total return i.e. a combination
of capital growth and income.  This data confirms that
income has added another 5% a year, making a simple
total return of 11%.  This knocks investment into cash
and gilts (UK Government Bonds) into the proverbial
‘cocked hat’ and also comfortably beats inflation. 

Most of our clients have significant holdings in what are
known as UK Equity Income funds.  Historically, these
have provided above average returns, both in good times
and bad.  The last twelve months have undoubtedly been
very difficult for this type of fund for numerous reasons.
These are short term issues and, bearing in mind the
longer term history of a fund investing in this way, we
believe that this type of fund has, and will continue to
have, a valuable position in most investment portfolios.

Where To From Here?

Conditions for the remainder of this year and for perhapsBoolers’ investment updates are based on our understanding of current taxation law and practice, which is subject to change.  While every care has been taken in the
preparation of this document, Boolers cannot accept responsibility for any action undertaken or refrained from as a consequence.  Each individual has a different set of
circumstances and so nothing in this article should be taken as personal advice.  If you would like specific advice please contact us.  You should note, however, that we may
charge a fee for this service.  Boolers will provide details of any costs before any work is undertaken.  

all of next are likely to remain challenging but, along with
many other fund managers, we believe that the equity
investor is not dead.  History also tells us that it is those
unfortunate investors who exit the market when all news
is seemingly black and share prices are at very low
relative points who are usually the losers.   

There is undoubtedly much anxiety in the markets at
present, a fact supported by the relatively high income
yields obtainable from equities.  Such periods in the past
have often been very good indicators of potential buying
opportunities.  Whilst we would not be so bold as to
suggest that markets will suddenly rebound, it is very
reassuring to know that many equity managers, some of
whom have been pessimistic for some time, are quite
positive on the outlook for equities in spite of current
conditions.  

Phrases such as “compelling value” and “there is much
unrecognised long term potential in equities at present”
do give us a grain of comfort.  Neil Woodford, manager of
the Invesco Perpetual Income and High Income funds and
one who has been cautious on the UK equity market for
some time, recently stated that “I think the asset class
(UK equities)... looks very attractive on a three to five year
time horizon... [and] should deliver decent returns [over
this same period] and especially against other asset
classes”. 

To quote Warren Buffett, known as one of the world’s
most successful investors:- “I can’t predict the short-term
movements of the stock market.  I haven’t the faintest
idea as to whether stocks will be higher or lower a month -
or a year - from now.  What is likely, however, is that the
market will move higher, perhaps substantially so, well
before either sentiment or the economy turns up.  So if
you wait for the robins, spring will be over”.  (New York
Times - 16 October 2008). He was talking about the US
stockmarket, but we believe his comments equally apply
to the UK.

M&G Recovery Fund

On the basis that investing in periods of weakness and
taking full advantage of any tax breaks offered are
advantageous in the long run, you may care to have a look
at the enclosed details on the M&G Recovery Fund, which
has been in existence longer than we have!

After a difficult period for the fund, and indeed M&G as a
group, in the 1990’s the fund’s performance is second to
none and really does emphasise the benefit of investing
into equities over the longer term.  If you wish to invest in
the fund either myself or Gavin O’Neill would be more
than happy to answer any queries you may have on this
fund, or investment in general. Further details are
provided in the enclosures.

AAnnddrreeww WWhhiittee
Partner

AAnnddrreeww WWhhiittee
Partner



Income in Retirement 
Hobson’s Choice or Is It!

Most of us look forward to
retirement.  It heralds the end of our
working life and the start of a life of
leisure.  Or you could decide to
continue working but start to take
your pension income. 

If you have built up pension funds throughout your
working career then now is the time to enjoy them.  A
simple process it would seem! 

Your pension provider will offer you an income in exchange
for the fund you have built up with them.  In most cases you
will have the opportunity to take 25% of the fund as a lump
sum and the rest will buy you an income.

If there is one thing you should do at this stage it is seek
advice from an Independent Financial Advisor.  The
income offered by your provider is only one option you
have and in most instances it will not be the best option.
If you do not take the time to seek advice you could make
a decision that you cannot change at a later date.

So what are the options open to you?  Well first of all, the
annuity rate offered by your existing provider is unlikely to
be the most competitive.  You are able to take your
pension fund and transfer it to any one of over 20 annuity
providers in the market.  Boolers have access to all these
providers and can ensure that you buy your annuity with
the company that is offering the best rate when you
retire.

You may have several pension funds and these can be

combined to maximise your income.  Some of these
funds could have valuable guarantees which you may not
be aware of.  

That’s not the end of the story as you have all the
following to consider as well:-

Do you take your tax free lump sum? Would a level
income, an income increasing at 3%p.a. or an indexed
linked income be most appropriate for you?
What impact will your health have on the income you receive?
Perhaps a more flexible solution should be considered
such as Income Drawdown or Phased Retirement or what
about investment linked annuities or third way annuities.
Do you provide an income for your spouse in the event of
your death and is there a way you can leave your pension
fund to your children? 

So many questions to be answered! However, the wide
range of options available will provide a solution that can
meet your needs.  It’s just a matter of determining your
priorities and then sourcing the best solution.  

Hobson’s choice retirement options certainly aren’t so
one last thing before you relax and enjoy a long and
happy retirement, make sure you make the right decision
for your income in retirement. 

If you wish to discuss your retirement choices please
contact Cathy Sansom on 07841 261997 or
csansom@boolers.co.uk 

CCaatthhyy SSaammssoonn
Financial Consultant
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NEw consultant

Richard joined us in February of this year as a Financial
Consultant.  His 10 years experience within the
industry includes 5 years with Scottish Equitable as a
broker consultant and the following 5 years working
with Barclays, providing financial advice to Barclays
Premier and Corporate clients. 

RRiicchhaarrdd BBoorrrriinnggttoonn
Financial Consultant

“I am proud to say I work for
Boolers, and I take pride in
the service I give to all of my
clients. As such, you can
expect to be provided with an
expert and dedicated service.”

FOCUS ON SIPP

In 1988 the then Chancellor Nigel
Lawson enabled individuals to
contract out of what was termed the
State Earnings Related Pension
Scheme (SERPS).

This was invariably done by establishing a Stand Alone
Contracted Out Personal Pension Plan with an insurance
company which would then accept annual payments from
the Department of Social Security.

In the late 1990's when the incentives for contracting out
became less favourable, many individuals decided to
contract back in and effectively left the funds that they
had previously accrued, frozen within their insured
personal pensions.

No doubt many individuals are probably unaware as to the
exact values of these pension funds, as they may not have
received up to date values for a number of years.

However, from 1 October 2008 Protected Rights will be
allowed to be transferred into SIPPs.  

It is estimated that upwards of six million individuals have
monies invested via Protected Rights and will soon have
the opportunity to take full control of what, in some cases,
may prove to be sizeable sums.

Boolers own SIPP Focus will be in a position to facilitate
these transfers in, as the relevant amendments have
been carried out to our Master Trust.

By effecting a transfer it could enable you to enjoy greater
flexibility when it comes to the investment of these
monies, or in some cases enable individuals to fast
forward debt repayments on loans to existing SIPPs for
property purchase.

Unfortunately, members of small self administered
schemes are unable to benefit directly from the changes in
legislation as these schemes remain unregulated and any
transfer has to take place to a regulated arrangement.
However it is Boolers intention to offer a "Bolt-On SIPP" for
our SSAS clients in order that they too may benefit from
the relaxation of this rule.

If you require any further information on what could prove
to be a potentially lucrative development, 
please feel free to contact Paul Quaid.

PPaauull QQuuaaiidd
Partner



PENSION PROPERTY TALK

Energy Performance Certificates 
for Commercial Buildings

DID YOU KNOW…from October 2008 all commercial buildings will require the owner or landlord to obtain an Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) when they are built, leased out or sold.  For properties in pension schemes, the
responsibility for obtaining this certificate at point of lease or sale will rest on the property manager.

DID YOU KNOW…from April 2008 the empty property business rate relief rules changed, which means that reduced
rates are now only available for 3 months (or 6 months for industrial property).  After this period, full rates are paid on
empty properties.

Trustees Environmental Liability

Environmental liability can be, quite literally, a minefield!  Although the basic tenet is that the polluter pays, if the polluter
cannot pay or cannot be located, then the legal owner becomes responsible.  As this is the Pension Scheme Trustee(s),
it is very important that the appropriate environmental checks are undertaken before any property is bought by a
pension scheme.

OTHER SNIPPETS…

Protect Your Benefits!

Any individuals wanting to protect their existing benefit entitlement as at 5 April 2006, must make an application for
protection to HMRC by 5 April 2009.  We have contacted clients where we believe that pension benefits need to be
protected, but if you are in any doubt about whether you fall within this category please contact us.  The member,
personally, is responsible for protecting their benefits.

Please remember that if you pay a contribution into a pension arrangement after 6 April 2006 you cannot apply for
Enhanced Protection. 

Pension Contributions

From 6 April 2008, the basic rate tax changed to 20%, from 22%.  Hence, a gross pension contribution of £100 now
requires a net member contribution of £80, and will only generate tax relief of £20.  Previously, the member could pay
£78, and expect tax relief of £22. 

If you wish to increase the level of net contributions that you are paying, please contact us.

Benefits Bonanza!

DID YOU KNOW…a recent quote by Help the Aged stated that around £5 billion benefits each year are unclaimed by the
elderly!  Although this may not affect you, to find out more about the benefits available, visit the Department of Work
and Pension website, at www.dwp.gov.uk

CCaarroollee WWaagghhoorrnnee
Pensions
Department
Manager
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COMPLY OR DIE

Our Compliance Manager, Sarah
Bailey, writes about the regulation of
the firm.  

As the firm’s Compliance Manager, it is my responsibility
to guide our firm through the complex waters of financial
services regulation.  Not only do we need to comply with
the requirements of the UK watchdog; the Financial
Services Authority (FSA), but also various Directives
issued from Europe.

While the EU has the high level mission of harmonising the
sale of financial services throughout the Union, the regulator
in the UK has four statutory objectives to deliver;

• To maintain public confidence in the financial system
• To promote public awareness and understanding
• To protect consumers
• To reduce financial crime

The public perception of the FSA has undoubtedly been
damaged by debacles such as Equitable Life and
Northern Rock, which have hit the consumer hard.
Perhaps that is why hardly a day goes by without the
announcement of heavy fines being imposed upon one of
its charges.  The FSA is keen to show us that it is a
watchdog that is not afraid to use its teeth.  

This negativity has detracted from some of the good work
that the regulator has been responsible for and which we
are more than happy to support.  Central to this is the
principle of treating customers fairly (TCF).  TCF is all
about providing good service in all business areas;
consistently high standards, delivered courteously and
promptly.  

Boolers has fully embraced the principle of TCF – it
makes absolute sense to treat our clients well, without
you we simply couldn’t survive!  We want our clients to
feel well informed and confident, not just when they are
introduced to the firm, but throughout a long business
relationship.  We will strive to deliver what we have
promised to you, but there are occasions when matters
can go wrong.  If so, please let us know and we will do our
best to fix it for you.  

Over the last two years we have reviewed all areas of the
business to identify our strengths and weaknesses, and
from there to look at ways to improve our service.  You
might have seen this in one of several ways; perhaps you
have received a customer service questionnaire if you
have taken out a new contract or recently had an
anniversary meeting, or you might have noticed a change
in the format of information that you have received.  The
aim is for documentation to be as clear and concise as
possible (as far as legislation will allow, of course!)

We are also trying to refine our mailing database to avoid
duplication, remove out of date or incorrect records, give
clients an opportunity to opt out of receiving bulletins
from us and also to state a preference for electronic
mailings in the future.  Following our last letter to clients
which dealt with recent legislative changes from the FSA
and the EU, the responses that we received indicated that
errors are still occurring.  Please rest assured that we will
do our best to put matters right as quickly as possible.  If
you do receive any erroneous correspondence, please get
in touch.  

TCF is not a one off exercise, we gather and analyse data
on an ongoing basis to ensure that we are consistently
treating our clients fairly.   

SSaarraahh BBaaiilleeyy
Compliance Manager

“We want our
clients to feel
well informed
and confident”



QROPS: EX-PAT PENSION PANACĒA? 
If, like me, your thoughts increasingly turn to your retirement plans it is quite
possible that these plans will include abandoning this rain-soaked island for
sunnier climes. (Or perhaps you already have!)

In recognition of this greater mobility, the State, (as part of the significant changes to pensions introduced at “A” day 2½
years ago) brought in new rules to facilitate the transfer of accumulated pension funds to schemes established abroad.

The Inland Revenue maintains a list of “acceptable” schemes known as Qualifying Recognised overseas Pension
Schemes (QROPS).

Now, for such a scheme to qualify the operators must ensure that certain requirements are satisfied:

• It must be established outside of the United Kingdom.
• It must be regulated as a pension scheme in the country in which it is established.
• It must be “recognised for tax purposes” by that country.
• It must ensure that at least 70% of the members fund is used to provide an income for life.
• It must, in effect, behave broadly as if it was a U.K. Registered Scheme and the manager must report to 

HMRC certain events as they occur and annually confirming it’s compliance until the member has been an ex-pat 
for 5 years.

Once the member has been non-resident for 5 years (And this could have commenced before the transfer) the scheme
falls exclusively under the jurisdiction of the host country’s pension laws.

There are now many off-shore pension providers extolling the virtues of these schemes, 
• The pension scheme assets are protected from UK Inheritance Tax
• In respect of the benefits on death after age 75 where no dependent survives the remaining funds can 

probably pass down to the next generation with very little tax, if any. (In the UK this could be as high as 82%)
• The rate of tax charged on income may be lower than in the UK.

Although this is likely to be a growing market in the future we would urge extreme caution if considering this approach.
• The 5 year rule for instance is an arbitrary period of time. We must assume this can be altered fairly easily by regulation.
• Costs are not necessarily explained as clearly as they might be.
• Although most schemes appear to be “legitimate” there are some rogues operating on the periphery.
• Both the Regulator and HMRC are keeping a close watch on developments and already we have seen 
several schemes lose their status as a QROPS.

So if you are thinking about the lure of exotic (or at least warm) idyllic retirement destinations then, like your luggage,
please be careful of who you trust your pension funds to.

Me? well, who knows?

I am sure however, that my pension fund will not be leaving the UK - Even if I do!

VViinnccee CCoonnnnoollllyy
Partner

VViinnccee CCoonnnnoollllyy
Partner

“With very best wishes to Vince 
from all at Boolers”
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“The trouble with retirement is that
you never get a day off” 
(Abe Lemons)



9 Grove Court, Grove Park, enderby, leicester  LE19 1SA
T: 0845 3743731 F: 0845 3473732  W: www.boolers.co.uk  

Boolers is a trading name of David Booler & Co which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.  

Member of the Association of Member Directed Pension Schemes.  Member of the Association of Independent Financial Advisers.


